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Tulin Rogers

img
Gender: male
Race:
Faction:
Occupation:
Rank:

Physical Appeareance

For the most part, Tulin looks like the average human with nothing special to him. However if you take
the time to look, you'll notice some oddities. The biggest thing you'll notice is that his right arm is
always wrapped in tons of white bandages and while it's not a huge thing to notice, his right arm does
look a bit bigger than his left. This is due to the right arm being the demon's arm and Tulin's efforts to
hide it involved just wrapping it up in heavy bandages as the demon wasn't able to make the arm look
one hundred percent human due to the circumstances of the two being sewn together. There are
several scars on his chest and arms that he's gotten through the years,though they're mainly from
when the demon over powered him and used him to destroy the place they were captive at in the
effort of revenge but also to just get themselves killed; the later didn't work. When the demon takes
control, Tulin's eyes change to a crimson red color. If you're ever able to see underneath the
bandages, you'll find the arm looks fairly human despite it being bigger and holding a bit more
muscle. However you'll quickly see that the skin has a reddish look to it, like if you kept scratching a
particular area for too long. The claws at the ends of his fingers are part of the finger, rather than it
being a fingernail ontop of the finger. And at the shoulder, you'll see the scars from where they sewed
the arm to him just under his shoulder.

In terms of the normal traits, his eyes are usually a dark brown. He sports short black hair that is for
the most part, well kept and out of the way. He has a average build and is often seen wearing a black
coat and brown pants the most. His shoes remain black though there are times where his pants will
be black and other times they remain brown; just depends on what he just picks up that morning. His
left hand has a goldish brown glove over it which hides one of his scars; he can't fit his other hand
into the other glove.
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